Installation Notes:
1. Stair width, length and rise should be determined prior to beginning.
2. Compact existing subgrade if area has been excavated.
   Be sure disturbed soils are stabilized. Place compacted gravel over compacted subgrade. Screed setting bedding sand.
3. Begin installation at bottom by installing the first step or course. Install the next layer of compacted gravel base behind the first step.
   Install the second step. Use a Concrete Adhesive to adhere the second step to the first. Keep proper tread depth in mind when setting this course. Continue this procedure for the desired number of steps or courses.
4. Adhere Step Blocks at each course or step. Concrete Adhesive should be applied in a 1/4" bead to the full length of the block in an "S" shape.
   Care should be taken to insure that the adhesive is not exposed at the joint.